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Kapiti Aeromodellers' Club Update --- November 2015
A blast from the past !!
Had been searching for a front page picture for this month , so when Steve sent this old
newspaper article through I knew that this was it.

Steve had been looking through the Club documents looking for some old correspondence.
I'm not sure how many spiders or other things he may have come across while going
through the club records, but well done on finding this.

The Prez sez.
It’s November. The months have certainly flown this year.
Flying weather hasn’t improved much and I know some have been extremely busy building. I
expect some good show ‘n’ tell at the next club night.
Well, it’s been a very busy month. Last newsletter we talked about changes at the field with
the new farm operation. The new fence requirements were a problem for us. There have
been a few updates since, but nothing stays still and numerous meetings with GWRC have
borne fruit.
Strip Fencing:
Further to having our Eastern boundary fence moved 3 metres to the East, I’m now pleased
to tell you we have managed to get this out to 5 metres.
The strip will remain the same width (25 metres) but we will have a catch area of 5 metres
to the fence. This area will be allowed to grow compared to the strip. This
will give better visual alignment to the strip edge. Don and I placed a model out near the
new fence line and looked at how that is seen from the pilot box. It certainly looks like there
is plenty of room between the strip edge and fence.
Occupation License:
Following our last club night, I was asked by a member if we were in danger of losing the
strip. The answer to that is ‘No’, but our license is only on a month to month basis and 3
months’ notice to vacate.
That really doesn’t give us much in the way of security. What has also been shown with the
discussions around the new farm lease and how that affects us, is that there is little official
documentation that
shows what we are entitled to. We have some documentation which GWRC doesn’t have,
and some of our documentation could be called inconclusive because there isn’t absolutely
conclusive evidence that it was agreed to.
GWRC have a GIS map of our site from 2004, showing measurements, which is their official
record of our site. I suspect this document was created and used when our annual rent was
reviewed at that time.
What has been agreed is that when the new fence is put in place, the area we occupy will be
officially mapped and become the record of the area we occupy. These discussions, held
with those that manage GWRC leases/licences, also gave us valuable information on what
steps are required to go for a 10 year license. The work required isn’t easy, but certainly
doable. Such a license would give us surety. We would also have ‘1 st right of refusal’
meaning the council would have to offer it to us first at the end of the 10 years. A new
application would have to be made, but I believe this would be the right way to go. With
such a discussion and licence, we can then build in protocols about reviewing space needed
etc. for the future. It isn’t practical to go for more than a 10 year License as we would then
need to go through a full public notification process.

Spraying:
No, I am not going to comment on the rather interesting reporting of recent aerial spraying
at the Park.
I was concerned, though, that when Beetham’s sprayed the area around the strip prior to
sowing Plantain, that we were not informed and no notices were erected anywhere. This
was raised with GWRC.
GWRC were not aware ahead of time that the spraying was to take place, and protocols
were not followed. I’m informed this matter has been addressed with Beetham’s and should
spraying in our area occur in the future, we will be informed.
You will have read that at this time aerial spraying in the Park has been put on hold.
This means we have to wait a bit longer before our Blackberry is sprayed.
Projects:
Of the replies I received when asking for comments on probable projects, only 5 replies
were received from non-committee members. A number have spoken to me separately and
have expressed the opinion that the committee decide etc. on such projects. The committee
is quite happy to do that, but this was an opportunity for members to express an opinion. If
you still want to reply, it would be appreciated.
Have a great November.
Steve

Lots of links.
This month I had several people send me links to items. Think I have the original senders correct as
some have come via a few other members. Thanks

How's this for a rebuild project! ..... from Neil Upton.
The remarkable story of the discovery and reconstruction of a Supermarine Spitfire
Got a spare couple of million UK Pounds ??? For Spitfire lovers this is a great web site put together
by Christies of London
http://www.christies.com/spitfire/interactive/index.html
Ed's note.
"I note the auction was held , and the aircraft fetched ???.... have to hit the next link to check".
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3155260

Drones, (featuring some of our very own film stars)... from Ryan Groves
http://tvnz.co.nz/q-and-a-news/drones-headache-caa-video-6403509

Some insane indoor flying... from Brian Hoult
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Aex06p3hFYE
As Brian says," don't think this was from our indoor flying"

Club maintenance.
It's not often that we are able to capture on film those magic fairies that keep the club
grounds in the condition that we find them . But recently , our undercover photographers
managed to snap two of them at work. One day we might be able to get the crew together
for a "team" photo. Well done to the entire crew, the grounds always look excellent.

In most organisations the President
sits in the chair and issues the orders
Well not in ours.... he gets stuck in and helps
get the job done.

Ross was walking past singing "Hey ho, Hey ho
it's off to work I go " ...well not quite, but it
suits the photo , we got him to turn
around and caught a quick snap.

Aaah!!.. Now that's the Presidents
job I signed up to!!
Steve relaxing with John and Ian
also part of the maintenance crew.

Look at the marvellous job the maintenance team do.

Oliver Waters and the SBach
Article by Clive Waters
Hobby King Sbach gets a big thumbs up.
The 1400mm span, Plug and Fly, went together in a couple of evenings producing a sleek lightweight
machine. Red Leader Groves helped with the dark art of setting up the radio. (Thank you Ryan)
The power of the 800kv motor connected to a 4 cell 3300 mAh Lipo is very impressive.
Loops from take- off are a breeze and climbing rolls go out of sight in no time at all.
A small but significant modification was required to the thrust line. Initially the aircraft would dive
noticeably when throttled up. This challenging characteristic was easily corrected with a couple of
washers tucked in under the bottom of the engine mount. Overall the Sbach represents amazing
value for money at only $136.50 Hobby King Dollars.
I'd recommend it to anyone who wants a fully aerobatic ship that won't break the bank if it ever
goes to see Jesus.

Noise Level Measurements:
You may have seen me cruising around with a clipboard, pen
and sound level meter in my hand. Frantically making notes ,
and hoping no one comes over and starts talking too loudly
(which contaminates the readings). If you haven't yet spotted
me , don't worry , I'll be taking some noise levels for a while
longer. I have completed a draft noise report which has been
presented to the Park Ranger, but need to increase the data
and capture the noise levels of as many models as I can. I
would appreciate your assistance with that.
The review will need to be checked by someone with better
credentials than mine, and we may have to enlist some
professional help depending on how the GWRC want to run
with this. There is still a lot of work to be done and it is a time
consuming job, but it's all about being pro active. Will keep
you all updated on any further developments. In the
meantime, if you think your model is noisy , start planning
that new muffler.

Club Night: October 2015
Gordon Wood gave a great talk on his time and
experiences in the Merchant Navy . Totally
dressed for the occasion as well. Starting out
with a pre sea course at the tender age of 13
and starting his apprenticeship at 15. (The
modern youth should take note of this). From
the way Gordon spoke he definitely enjoyed his
career. Sailing around the world , including the Cook
Strait. I'm sure he could have told us stories all
night of his adventures. I was impressed with all
the paperwork and documents that he had kept
for all the years. (Apologies for the poor photo).
I am unable to capture all the details of the talk in a short
paragraph and hope I've got the ages correct. If you want to
know more just ask Gordon next time you see him at the strip,
and if you ever need any Geography questions answered ...
Gordon's the Man

A few models on display at club night
I believe this is the first off the
production line of the Quickie's , I can't
remember if this was Terry's or
Warner's. Either way it looks really nice,
bit concerned about racing them
though. Too fast , too low... oops...too
late!!

Bill Gilbert's "Bipe" on the table ,
then on approach on Saturday

Rosco's refurbished mid wing Extra...
guess it might have been in the air once
again by the time you get this

Electric fences... The Interference factor.
With all the goings on regarding fencing etc. We had a question recently from a club
member who thought that the electric fence may have contributed to an "oopsie". He was
asking about the possibility of interference from electric fences, especially with the new
permanent electric fence that will be installed on the Eastern boundary in a few weeks
time. Steve passed this on to me , but, as I have no electrical experience besides wiring up a
servo, I thought it prudent that Steve pass it on to someone who knows a lot about
electrical and RF stuff like Barry Lennox. ( ex MFNZ President) .
His reply as follows.
Evening all..
I don't believe that electric fences will prove much of a problem at 2.4 GHz, as the pulse
pretty much runs out of energy at about 1 to 1.25 GHz. They were never even much of a
problem at lower frequencies, unless you were very close to them. Say maybe 25 to 50m
max.
However , the long runs of fencing (electric or just wire and post) did cause a few problems
with some older AM gear, with relatively poor AGC. FM pretty much eliminated all that,
except for a few quite extreme cases.
The best way to verify the theory, and opinions, is to do an experiment. Start with the
transmitter and model, say, 100 or 150m from the electric fence, (make sure it's going by
the time-proven method of touching it! ) then walk the model towards the fence, to
determine when/if the fence affects the system.
You can also repeat it in a more extreme manner by placing the transmitter into its range
test mode. That usually reduces the power by 20dB, or 100x.
If there is an indication of a problem, it can be proven unambiguously by arranging for the
fence to be switched off for an A/B test.
I very much doubt if it's causing a problem, and it's more likely to be the usual suspects,
pilot error, disorientation, stall, dodgy servos or battery, loose linkage, etc, etc.
But please let me know the results and outcome.
Best of luck ,
Barry
PS, I presume the fence energizer is a relatively modern one, say built in the past 40 years.
They have strict emission limits to meet. By comparison, on my Dad's farm, over 50 years
ago, we had a very old one that used to radiate "from DC to daylight"! I think most of the
village used to get the clicks on their telephone and radio!
Thanks to Barry for taking the time to reply .

Now I'm not sure what the fence will look like , but once it is up , we will do a trial as Barry
suggested . We will get the KAMCI "Mythbusters" team on to it, and publish the results....
and you thought the committee just sat around drinking coffee.

And that's me for another month.

Thanks to everyone that sent me stuff, links, photos etc.
Special thanks to Steve and the sub committee that have been meeting with all the Park
stakeholders and stating our case and getting the "licence to occupy ' details sorted out.
Fly hard... land soft.
Cheers
Don

